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This kit was created to 
assist you or your group in 
completing the ‘Safari Ad-
venture” patch program. 

Kits are books written to 
specifically meet the re-
quirements for the patch 
program and help individu-
als earn the associated 
patch. 

All of the information has 
been researched for you 
already and collected into 
one place. 

Included are crafts, reci-
pes, coloring sheets, and 

other educational informa-
tion. These materials can 
be reproduced and distrib-
uted to the individuals 
completing the program.  

Any other use of these pro-
grams and the materials 
contained in them is in di-
rect violation of copyright 
laws. 

If you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact 
Patchwork Designs, Inc. 
using any of the methods 
listed below. 

About this ‘Safari Adventure’ kit 

Ordering and contact information 

After completing the ‘Safari 

Adventure’ Patch Program’, 

you may order the patch 

through Patchwork De-

signs, Incorporated. You 

may place your order in 

one of the following ways:  

Mail 

Checks and Money Order: 

Please send checks and 

money orders, payable to 

Patchwork Designs, Inc. to: 

  Patchwork Designs, Inc. 

  8421 Churchside Drive 

  Gainesville, VA 20155 

 

Credit Card 

Telephone your Master-

Card, Discover, or Visa or-

der to (703)743-9948. 

Leave your order and credit 

card number on our secure 

line. 

Fax 

Using these same card 

types, you may also fax 

your order to  

(703) 743-9942  

Email  
orders@patchworkdesigns.net 

Email is not secure to send 

your credit card informa-

tion.  Though you can 

email orders if you have 

any questions about order-

ing. 

Online Store 

Effective November 2006, 

customers may also order 

online through Patchwork 

Designs’ website at: 

www.patchworkdesigns.net 

All information is secure. 
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Not all of the requirements of the patch program are covered in a kit. Selected requirements are sent and you 
choose the ones you wish to complete according to items given. If you order the  COUNTRY MANUALS that 
we offer, every requirement is covered and it is a 40-60 page booklet, including crafts games etc.  
 
The items that are located in this kit can be copied for the participants and stapled together in a book format.   
This will be their Safari Adventure Journal.  (requirement # 7) 
 
*Page 4- Front cover of Safari Adventure Journal  
 
*Page 5- Safety Rules for a your journey and list of items to take. 
 
*Page 6- Where would you like to explore?  Choose a specific area to take your safari adventure.  There is a 
description on this page of the different terrains you may want to choose from. 
 
*Page 7 -  Draw a picture or make a list of these animals that can camouflage in their environment. 
 
*Page 8 and 9-  Pictures of animals to color.   There are two boxes underneath each picture. The first box 
should be the food that they eat.  The second box should be the habitat, where an animal lives.   You can also 
use the animal pictures  to play charades, follow the leader, the  “who am I?” game, or “Sally says”.   ( Re-
quirement # 3 or 5) 
 
*Page 10– Safari Adventure Word Search. 
 
*Page 11-13  Crafts  (Requirement #13) 
 
*Page 14-17  Recipes (Requirement  #9) 
 
*Page 18-25  Songs and Games ( Requirement #4 and  #5) 
 
*Page 26-28 Templates for Crafts and answers to the Word Search 
 
 
 
Included in the kit  are items to complete the following requirements #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #9,  #11 and  
#13.   Choose items for the participants to complete according to their age level or interests. 
 
 
Page29-30 Order Form and Shipping Chart 

Page 31  Bibliography 
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Requirements for Safari Adventure  

Page 3 Safari Adventure 

All age levels need to complete only 3 three requirements to earn the patch. 
 1. A safari is a journey designed for the purpose of observing or learning more about wild animals. Where 
would you like to explore? Choose a specific area to take your safari adventure. Explore the lush rain for-

est, the camouflaged jungle, the grasslands of savanna, or the arid desert. 

2. Explore the plant life, weather, and terrain of the area you choose, using books, the internet, and other 

resources. You may also want to make a flat map or diorama of the area that depicts the terrain, or draw 
a picture of yourself on a safari or with animals. 

3. Identify the different types of animals you may see on a safari. Some animals include lions, giraffes, 
elephants, tigers, and monkeys. You may also want to research the habitat these animals live in, how they 

use camouflage to protect themselves, and what type of foods they eat. 

4. Are you looking for fun games to play on your safari adventure? Create a game or a fun activity to 

teach you more about the animals or a terrain they live in. Examples: animal card matching game, puz-
zles, animal twister, animal tic- tac- toe, follow the leader or animal charades. 

5. Some sounds in the wild are like music to your ears. Create your own music, dance or sing a festive 
song. Some examples of musical instruments, dances or songs are: drums, rattles, African dances, or sing 

“I’m going on a lion hunt”. 

6. You are going on a safari to (area or terrain you chose). What would you need to pack for your safari 

adventure? What safety rules would you need to follow? Make a list or have open discussion. You may also 
want to create a safety play with puppets that explain the rules. 

7. Create a journal or collage about your safari. Include pictures and experiences that you may have en-
joyed during your adventure. You can retrieve pictures from magazines of plant life; food, clothes, jeeps, 

hats, and/or binoculars. You may also draw pictures or write stories and entries in a journal. 

8. Take a safari at your local zoo. Try to find animals that that would be on your safari adventure. Dis-

cover why it is important not to disturb the animals when they are sleeping or eating. In addition, you 
may wish to have a picnic. 

9. Create a food that you can take on your safari. Don’t forget your water bottle or canteen! Remember no 
candy and please don’t feed the animals! Some examples are trail mix, bananas, dried fruit, and animal 
crackers. Make or cut up some fun animal shaped foods such as: chicken nuggets, sandwiches, Jell-O® 

Jigglers, cookies or cake. 

10. Complete a service project that helps animals, the environment, or someone that is unable to travel. 

Some interesting projects could include: Landscaping, assisting needy children or elderly, donating items 
to local animal shelters, or making toiletry baskets for shelters or assisted living homes. 

11. Create a scavenger hunt or take a hike to explore outdoor plant life. Some ideas include: Placing pic-
ture cards, plastic animals or plastic eggs with animal names on them along a hiking path or open area. 

12. Identify animal tracks, sounds or endangered species from your terrain. Listen to an animal sound 
cassettes, (found at library), read books, view websites, or place tracks on the floor for a “follow the 

leader” game. 

13. Art projects are fun and help stimulate imaginative thinking. It also adds creativity to your adventure. 
Invent something of your own or one of the following: animal masks; face painting, (use paints that are 
made for the face), pet rocks; clay formed animals; paper bag or sock puppets; bookmarks; necklaces, 
decorate or tye dye t-shirts or make animal print bandanas. 



 

 
Name: ________________________________________________________ 

MY 
 

SAFARI 
 

ADVENTURE 
 

JOURNAL 
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Safari Adventure 

Safety Rules for Your  Safari Adventure   
 
 SAFARI--A journey for the purpose of observing or learning more about wild animals  
 
1.   No running. 
 
2.   Dress appropriately. 
 
3.   Stay with your group. 
 
4.   No pushing or hurting others. 
 
5.   No shouting or insulting others. 
 
6.   Follow directions. 
 
7.   Keep all food items in the area it is served. 
 
8.   Throw away your trash. 
 
List any other rules that you feel are important for this journey. 
 
 

Circle the following words that you think you should pack on your Safari adventure. BE-
WARE!  Some items may not apply, only pack what is important. 
 
 
sunscreen 
 
bug repellent 
 
boots 
 
knee high socks 
 
telephone 
 
toothpaste and 
toothbrush 
 
hairbrush 
 
change of clothes 
 
first aid kit 
 
map 
 
make-up 
 
computer 

mess kit (cup, silverware, 
plate) 
 
coloring book 
 
tape 
 
purse 
 
thread 
 
teddy bear 
 
picnic  basket 
 
bandana 
 
film/camera 
 
envelopes 
 
high heel shoes 
 
 

lamp 
 
calendar 
 
TV 
 
trail mix 
 
phone book 
 
money 
 
lamp 
 
video games 
 
sunglasses 
 
chair 
 
water bottles 
 
hiking boots 
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A safari is a journey designed for the purpose of observing or learning more 
about wild animals.  
 
 Where would you like to explore?  Choose a specific area to take your safari adventure.  Explore 
the lush rain forest, the camouflaged jungle, the grasslands of savanna, or the arid desert 

                 Grasslands of the Savanna 
Savannas are always found in warm or hot 
climates where the annual rainfall is from 
about 20-50 per year. It is crucial that the 
rainfall is concentrated in six or eight months 
of the year, followed by a long period of 
drought when fires can occur. If the rain were 
well distributed throughout the year, many 
such areas would become tropical forest. 
Plant life:  Grass, shrubs, and tall deciduous 
trees.  
Animals: . Lions, zebras, elephants, chee-
tahs, giraffes, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, 
leopards, hyenas and gazelles. 

             The Lush Rain Forest     

The rainforests are very wet and moist be-
cause of the rainfall. Rain can reach from 80-
400 inches per year.  It rains everyday. The 
average temperature is 80 degrees.      

Plant life: shrubs, ferns, moss, tall  
tropical trees, evergreens and palms. 
Animals: Monkeys, cheetahs, gorillas,  
bats, butterflies and tropical birds.  

The Camouflaged Jungle 
What comes with the jungle?  Rain and heat! The 
average daytime temperature is 85º F, while 
nights can cool down to 68º F.  
Plant life: Palm trees, vines, tall canopy  
trees, large leafy plants, (elephant ears) 
banana trees, or ferns. 
Animals: Monkeys, orangutans, chimpanzees,  
elephants, jaguars, snakes, tigers, and sloths. 

The Arid Desert 
Moisture is almost absent from the desert. 
Daytime temperatures can reach 131° F in 
the shade. At night the temperature can drop 
to near freezing. 
Plant life: Cactus, oasis, Joshua trees, yucca  
(shrubby undergrowth) sagebrush, and burro 
weed 
Animals: Gazelles,  antelopes, jackals, 
foxes, bobcats, lizards, chameleons, and 
hyenas.  
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There are animals change that color in winter to better blend in with their surroundings, 
which is called camouflage. 
 
The Snowshoe Rabbit is an animal that has a dark-brown coat in summer but turns white in 
winter. His coat camouflages him so he can be protected from larger animals. 
 
Tigers have stripes so they can hide in the tall dark grass. 
 
What are some  other animals in the wild that are protected from the larger animals  because 
of their skin camouflaging into their habitat or surroundings? 
 
 
Draw a picture or make a list of animals that camouflage. 

Safari Adventure Page 7 
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Safari Adventure Page 8 

The first box should be the food that they eat.  They should choose one of the following:  
meat, plants, or fruit. 
 
The second box should be the habitat, where an animal lives.  They should choose one of the following: 
Grass, Tree, Cave, or  water. 
 
For older participants they can use more specific terrains such as:  mountains, desert, steepe, marshes, savan-
nas, swamp, plains, thickets, and grasslands. 
 
They may also wish to color the pictures of the animals. 

Elephant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tiger Lion 

Food: Food: Food: 

Habitat: Habitat: Habitat: 

Rhinoceroses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Giraffe Monkey 

Food: Food: Food: 

Habitat: Habitat: Habitat: 

   



Leopard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gazelle Hyena 

Food: Food: Food: 

Habitat: Habitat: Habitat: 

Hippopotamus Antelope Zebra 

Food: Food: Food: 

Habitat: Habitat: Habitat: 

   

Animal Cards Continued: 
 
You can also make extra copies of the  animal cards, cut them out, and place them in a paper bag or bowl to 
play charades, acting out the animals or making the sounds. 
 
You can also use the cards for follow the leader  or  “Sally says”  act like an elephant etc.  Make up animals 
as you go by playing these games, this makes it more fun. 
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Safari Adventure Word Search 

Try to find the following words in the above puzzle. 

Page 10 
Safari Adventure 

Z S H N T S J S O V T O A G S 

L J C J H U A H K S J R D B U 

T E S A N U A F E J B S Z T M 

S G V G V T N R A E B Y T R A 

E E L A E E O T Z R X O Z H T 

L E S E R F N T A T I B A H O 

E I H O N T K G G G A N B T P 

P C A I R A D V E N T U R E O 

H N A N P E I Y T R R M R F P 

A R S A N P C E K L E O D F P 

N K N L L A L O Z T G N P A I 

T J E E P O V Y N S I K W R H 

L X P H P A C A Q I T E M I T 

Y T R E S E D I S C H Y Z G E 

L E O P A R D X W N I R I D J 

ADVENTURE ANTELOPE CHEETAH 

DESERT ELEPHANT GIRAFFE 

HABITAT HIPPOPOTAMUS HUNT 

JEEP JUNGLE LEOPARD 

MONKEY RAINFOREST RHINOCEROSES 

SAFARI SAVANNA SCAVENGER 

TIGER TRAVEL ZEBRA 
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Crafts 

Animal T-shirts 
 

Tiger 
Tropical Bird 

Leopard 
Create your own 

 
Other Crafts 

 
Monkey Puppet 

Tropical Bird 
Snake 

 Beaded Lion Keychain 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Crafts can cover requirements #4, #6, #7, #8, and #9. 
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Animal T-shirts  

T-shirt colors according to the background color of your animal 
Fabric or acrylic paint 
Paint brushes 
Newspaper 
Paper plates 
Cardboard (to go inside the t-shirt) 
Optional: Face Paint (For extra, decorate the participants face to look like the animal they are representing) 
 
View the shirt designs below for the color of shirt, color of paint, and type of paintbrush you will need for your 
project.  Otherwise you will still need all the other items listed above for each project.  
Place a flat box or piece of cardboard inside the shirt.  Lay out newspaper on the table to cover the surface you 
will be working on.  Place the paint on the paper plate that you are going to use for your project.  Use a sponge 
brush or smaller brush if detail is needed in your design. 
 
 
Tiger 
 
Orange T-shirt  
Black paint 
1/2 inch wide sponge brush 
 
Place a flat box or piece of cardboard inside the shirt.  Squirt the black paint on the paper plate.  Using the 
sponge brush make stripes on the orange shirt to resemble a tiger. 
 
Tropical Bird  
 
Lime Green, red, yellow, or Caribbean blue colored shirt 
Vibrant colors for the feathers  
Black for details 
1/2 inch wide sponge brush 
Detail brush 
 
Place a flat box or piece of cardboard inside the shirt.  Squirt the vibrant colors on the paper plate.  Take the 
sponge brush and make stripes on the shirt resembling feathers, alternating the colors.  Outline the feathers in 
black with the small paint brush. 
 
Leopard 
 
Yellow T-shirt  
Black paint 
1/2 inch wide sponge brush 
 
Place a flat box or piece of cardboard inside the shirt.  Squirt the black paint on the paper plate.  Using the 
sponge brush make circles medium and small all over the front of the shirt. 
 
 
Use your imagination and create other animal shirts using unique designs. 
A variety of colored t-shirts can be purchased through Patchwork Designs, Inc. 
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Monkey Puppet  
Brown paper bag 
Brown construction paper 
Scissors and glue stick 
 
Color the outer edge of the monkey dark brown and the inner part of the ears and face a light 
brown.  Color the hand and feet pieces dark brown. Cut four 11 1/2 X  1 1/2 inch wide strips of 
brown construction for the arms and legs of the monkey.  Fold the strips accordion style.  Glue 
the hand and feet pieces to the end of the strips.  Glue the other end of the strips to the paper 
bag.  Glue the face on the top of the bag. 
 
Tropical Bird  
Paper plate 
Scissors 
Glue Stick 
Stapler 
Feathers 
crayons or markers 
 
Color one side of the paper plate using vibrant colors. Take the paper plate and fold it in half.   Color the face 
to match one of the colors in the body.  Color the beak and the feet yellow. Cut them out. Glue the feet slightly 
inside the lower part of the paper plate.  Glue the face on the paper plate. Staple it around the edges.  
 
(optional) Add colorful feathers to the paper plate. 
 
Snake 
Paper plate 
Scissors 
Markers and crayons 
pencil 
 

Draw a spiral design on the front of the paper plate.   Color it any color you would like, make sure on the cen-
ter part of the plate you draw a face. Cut the plate starting at outer edge and following the line that you drew 
creating a spiraling motion toward the center.  Make sure you leave the center for the head.  
 
Beaded Lion 
28  IVORY or TAN pony beads 
21 BROWN pony beads 
6 BLACK pony beads 
2 PINK pony beads 
2 yards of satin cord 
1 keychain hook 
 
Take the cord and fold it in half to find the center.  Use a knot to secure it to the key-
chain hook. Begin placing the beads on the satin cord.   
Use the picture to assist you in the beading process. 
Complete the keychain by tying the end off in a double knot. 
 
 

 
Ivory   

 
Black 

 
Pink   

 
Brown 
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Recipes 

Tiger Cookies 
 

Animal Face Cupcakes 
(Tiger, Lion, Zebra, Giraffe, Elephant) 

 
Chocolate Spiders 

 
Jungle Salad 

 
Animal Shape Sandwiches 

 
Jungle Punch 

 
Jungle Animals in the Mud 

 
Animals on a Safari 

 
Tiger Cake 

 
Zebra Cake 
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Tiger Cookies- 5 dozen 
 
1 3/4 cup flour 
1 cup of butter and margarine 
1/2 teaspoon of  baking soda 
1 cup of sugar 
1/2 tsp of salt 
2 eggs 
3 cups of frosted flakes 
1 tsp vanilla 
6 oz semi-sweet chocolate ( melted) 
 
Stir together flour, soda, and salt; set aside. In a large bowl, cream margarine and sugar until light and fluffy. 
Add eggs and vanilla; beat well. Add flour mixture, mixing until well combined. Stir in crushed cereal. Drizzle 
melted chocolate over dough. With knife, swirl melted chocolate gently thru the dough to achieve a marbled 
appearance. Drop by rounded tablespoons onto ungreased sheets. Bake at 350~ about 12 min or until lightly 
browned. Remove immediately from baking sheets. Cool on wire racks 
 
 
Animal Face Cupcakes 
 
yellow or chocolate cake mix (items needed listed on the box to prepare it) 
food coloring 
White frosting 
black gel (for decorating) 
Misc. items as need per design 
 
Tigers:  Add orange food coloring to some vanilla frosting a little at a time until it is the desired shade.   Frost 
the top of the cupcake. Use the black decorative gel to draw on the tiger's stripes, eyes, and nose. 
 
Lions:   Add white frosting to some chocolate frosting until it is the desired shade of tan. Frost the top of the 
cupcake.  Use the black decorative gel to draw on the lion’s eyes, mouth, whiskers  and nose.  Place some of 
the chocolate frosting in a plastic bag with the end snipped off and pipe around the edge of the cupcake to look 
like a lion's mane.  
 
Zebras:  Frost the cupcake with vanilla frosting.  Draw on the zebra's face and stripes with the gel. 
 
Giraffe: Add yellow food coloring to some vanilla frosting a little at a time until it is the desired shade. Frost 
one of the cupcakes with the yellow frosting.  Draw on the giraffe's face with the gel. Place some chocolate 
frosting in a plastic bag with the end snipped off  to decorate spots on the cupcake.  
 
Elephant: Add black gel to some white frosting a little at a time until it is the de-
sired shade of grey.  Frost the last cupcake with the grey frosting.  Draw eyes, and 
mouth on the cupcake with the black decorative gel. Shape a fruit roll up into a 
trunk.  Cover the trunk with grey frosting and put in place. 
 
For extra:  You can shape ears, whiskers and other facial features from black licorice, gum drops or fruit roll 
ups. 
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Chocolate Spiders 
12 oz Package semi-sweet chocolate chips 
1 Cup Peanuts , chopped 
3 -1/2 Cups Chow mein noodles 
 
Melt chips in double-boiler, remove from heat, stir in peanuts and noodles. 
Drop on waxed paper. Keep in the refrigerator.  
 

Jungle Salad 
8 (2/3-cup) servings  
1 (15.25-oz.) can fruit cocktail, drained 
1 1/2 cups miniature marshmallows 
1/4 cup drained maraschino cherries, halved 
2 medium bananas, sliced 
1 medium apple, peeled and coarsely chopped 
1 1/2 cups frozen whipped topping, thawed, or sweetened whipped cream 
 
In large bowl, combine all ingredients except whipped topping; mix lightly. Gently fold in whipped topping. 
Serve immediately, or cover and refrigerate until serving time. To serve, spoon salad onto plates or plastic 
cups. If desired, garnish with additional maraschino cherries. 
 
 
Animal Shape Sandwiches 
Prepare Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches  
 
Other sandwich fillings: Peanut Butter and banana, cream cheese  
and pineapple or cucumber  and  honey and banana. 
 
If you are not serving the sandwiches immediately, wrap and refrigerate the sandwiches. Shortly before serv-
ing, remove from the refrigerator, trim off the crusts and cut out shapes. 
 
 
Jungle Punch 
1 liter of ginger ale 
1 large can of pineapple juice 
1 tub of orange sherbet 
 
Place sherbet in a large bowl.  Pour 1/2 of the ginger ale in the bowl.  Pour 1/2 of the pineapple juice in the 
bowl.  Mix with a spoon, breaking up the sherbet as you stir it.  Alternate the liquids until all of the ginger ale 
and pineapple juice are depleted. 
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Jungle Animals in the Mud 
Chocolate Pudding cup or pudding prepared from a box 
Animal crackers 
 
Prepare the pudding or open the lid to the pudding cups.  Have the participants place their animals in the pud-
ding (mud) like they are standing in the cup of pudding.  For extra, you may wish to give them extra animals 
crackers to keep dipping in the pudding. 
 
Animals on a Safari 
1 package of graham cracker sticks 
Animal Crackers 
Creamy Peanut Butter (beware of Peanut Allergies) 
Optional:  Graham Cracker Crumbs to represent sand 
 
Spread the peanut butter on top of the graham cracker stick, making sure it is a thick layer. Place the animals in 
the peanut butter.  For extra you can sprinkle graham cracker crumbs on the peanut butter to represent sand. 
 
Tiger Cake 
1 box of cake mix 
All the ingredients needed to create the cake mix 
White icing in a tub 
Orange food coloring 
Chocolate or black icing in a tube 
Two green gumdrops or candy for eyes 
Black licorice for whiskers 
 
Bake one 9-inch round cake for the face and two cup cakes for the ears.  Let cool.  Color the white icing to the 
desired orange color.  Frost the round cake and the cupcakes orange.    Place the green gumdrops on the cake 
to represent the eyes. Draw a mouth on the tiger and accent it with black licorice whips trimmed to size.  Ac-
cent the remainder of the face with stripes using the chocolate or black icing. 
 
Zebra Cake 
1 box of cake mix 
All the ingredients needed to create the cake mix 
White icing in a tub 
Black icing in a tube 
Two brown candies for eyes 
 
Bake one 9-inch round cake for the face and two cup cakes for the ears.  Let cool.  Cut the cupcake like a trian-
gle to represent the ears. Frost the round cake and the cupcake pieces white.    Place the brown candies on the 
cake to represent the eyes. Draw a mouth on the zebra cake.  Accent the remainder of the face with black 
stripes use the black icing. 
 
Use your imagination and create different animals using icing and candies. 
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Songs and Games 

Page 18 

SONGS 
 

Goin’ On a Lion Hunt 
 

Five Little Monkeys 
 
 

GAMES  

 
Scavenger Hunt 

 
Peanut Hunt or Toss 

 
Safari Limbo 

 
Who Am I? 

 
Safari Twisted–Up Game  

 
Safari Tic-Tac–Toe  



 SONGS 
 

Goin’ On a Lion Hunt  
Audience echoes each line. You can also have audience make the gestures as mentioned below or  slap their 
legs to the rhythm . 

 
Goin' on a lion hunt. 
Goin to catch a big one. 
I'm not afraid. 
Look, what's up ahead? 
Mud! 
Can't go over it. 
Can't go under it. 
Can't go around it. 
Gotta go through it  
[Make sloshing sounds and move hands as if trying to keep your balance.]  
 
Following verses: 
Sticks. [Snap fingers.] 
 
Tree. [Make gestures climbing up and down.] 
 
Gate. [Make gate-opening gestures.] 
 
River. [make swimming gestures.] 
 
Cave. [Go in it and find lion.] 
 
[Reverse all motions quickly to get home.]  
 
 
Five Little Monkeys 
  
Five little monkeys up in a tree {show five fingers on one hand} 
 
Teasing a big crocodile,  “You can’t catch me , you can’t catch me” 
 
Along came the big crocodile as mean as he could be (use the other hand to make a mouth opening and shut-
ting) 
 
And SNAP (act like you are “biting” off one of the fingers) 
 
Four little monkeys up in a tree.... 
 
Continue until there are no little monkeys in the tree. 
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GAMES  

 
Scavenger Hunt 
There are several different ways to plan this hunt, inside or outside.  
You should choose according to the age level or space. 
 
Option 1:  Write the animal that the participant should find on paper or index cards.    
 
Option 2:  Hide the pictures enclosed in this kit of animals around the room. 
      
Option 3:  Hide plastic animals. 
  
Option 4:  Hide plastic eggs with the name of the animal or picture of the animal on the outside.  (you could 
also place animal crackers inside the eggs for a snack) * 
 
Option 5: To make the scavenger hunt more challenging for older participants.  Divide them in teams and 
lead them on a mystery hunt.  Leave clues in every place until they find the animal at the end.  First one to find 
the animal wins.   It works great with plastic eggs also, hiding the clues in each one and teaches the partici-
pants to work as a team. 
 
*To gather the plastic eggs you may wish to issue plastic grocery bags with the participants name on them.  

 
Peanut Hunt or Toss 
Option 1: Hide unshelled peanuts around the room.   Give everyone a bag to gather peanuts in the participant 
with the largest amount wins.  Be careful in letting the children eat the peanuts, some children are allergic to 
peanuts. 
 
Option 2:   Have the participants divide into teams and pitch peanuts into a large bowl or container. The team 
with the most peanuts wins.  You can also tally each person individually.  The person with the highest score 
wins. 
 
Safari Limbo 
How low can you go?  We are now going to try and do the Safari Limmmmmbo !! Have some be the leader, 
this marks the point the bar goes lower.  If the leader gets out the next person in line in the leader. Turn on 
some fun music and have each person take turns going under the bar.   The person who goes the lowest is the 
winner. 
 
Who Am I? 
As the event begins everyone has a name or picture of an animal taped on their back.  They can not see who 
they are, but they go around asking questions, to find out  who they are.  They can only be yes or no questions.  
The approach a person, after they view the answer on the back of the person they may proceed to answer the 
questions.   This will also work well, working with buddies.  Simple rules:  No cheating.  No lying.   First per-
son to figure out who they are wins.   
 
Older participants may have stricter  rules.   
 
For example:  Harder questions.  Do I live in a rain forest?  Am I a plant eater?  Easier questions:  Do I have 
stripes?  Am I gray?    Option 2:  Divide larger groups of participants into stations. 
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Safari Twisted-Up Game 
Materials Needed: 
Contact paper 
Construction Paper or colored cardstock 
Scissors and markers 
Plastic shower curtain 
Clear packing tape 
Animal Patterns, located on the next four pages 
 
Option 1:   Copy each pattern, located on the next four pages, 4 times on white paper.  Color each animal and then cut them out. 
 
Option 2:  Copy the patterns on construction paper or colored 8 1/2 X 11 cardstock.  Make sure you cut the construction paper to a 8 
1/2 X 11 size or it will not fit in the copier.  After copying the patterns, cut the animals out. 
 
After you have cut out the animal face patterns, place them in rows of four  spaced evenly apart.  You may want to mark small  X’s 
where you should place the pattern. 
 
Pre cut squares of clear contact paper, enough to cover the animal face with at least a 1 inch edge around all the sides. 
 
Place the pattern face down in the center of the precut square of  contact paper.  Flip it over and secure it on the shower curtain.  To 
ensure that the pattern stays secure on the plastic curtain, place plastic packing tape all around the edges of the contact paper once it 
is on the shower curtain.  This secures the edges for the participants. 
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Playing the Game:  
 
Once you have assembled your PLAYING BOARD.  It is now time to begin the game.   Make sure they take their shoes off so they 
don’t rip the curtain or step on anyone’s hands or feet with shoes. 
 
Call out the movements  randomly.  Left  foot HIPPO —- Right hand TIGER—— Try to get them twisted up, but make sure they are  
safe. 
 
Most importantly, HAVE FUN !! 
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Cut out the below game pieces to play the game. 
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Templates and Answers 
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Monkey Puppet Template 

 
Answers to Word Search 

 
Tropical Bird Template 
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Monkey Puppet 
Color the outer edge of the monkey dark brown and the inner part of the ears and face a 
light brown.  Color the hand and feet pieces dark brown. Cut four 11 1/2 X 1 1/2 inch 
wide strips of brown construction for the arms and legs of the monkey.  Fold the strips 
accordion style.  Glue the hand and feet pieces to the end of the strips.  Glue the other 
end of the strips to the paper bag.  Glue the face on the top of the bag. 

 
Finished  
Monkey 
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Z S H N T S J S O V T O A G S 

L J C J H U A H K S J R D B U 

T E S A N U A F E J B S Z T M 

S G V G V T N R A E B Y T R A 

E E L A E E O T Z R X O Z H T 

L E S E R F N T A T I B A H O 

E I H O N T K G G G A N B T P 

P C A I R A D V E N T U R E O 

H N A N P E I Y T R R M R F P 

A R S A N P C E K L E O D F P 

N K N L L A L O Z T G N P A I 

T J E E P O V Y N S I K W R H 

L X P H P A C A Q I T E M I T 

Y T R E S E D I S C H Y Z G E 

L E O P A R D X W N I R I D J 

 Tropical Bird Craft (TEMPLATE) 

Tropical Bird  
Paper plate 
Scissors 
Glue Stick 
Stapler 
Feathers 
crayons or markers 
 
Color one side of the paper plate using vibrant colors. 
Take the paper plate and fold it in half.   Color the face 
to match one of the colors in the body.  Color the beak 
and the feet yellow. Cut them out. Glue the feet slightly 
inside the lower part of the paper plate.  Glue the face 
on the paper plate. Staple it around the edges.  
 
(optional) Add colorful feathers to the paper plate. 
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ORDER FORM 
 

Please complete this form and mail it or fax it to: 

Patchwork Designs, Inc. 
8421 Churchside Drive 
Gainesville, VA 20155 

(703) 743-9948 PHONE 

(703) 703-743-9942 FAX 
 

Name_____________________________________________________________________ 
Address___________________________________________________________________ 
City____________________________________ State_____________ Zip_____________ 
Phone (        )_____________________ Referred By:______________________________ 
Email Address: _________________________________________________________ 
Discover/Mastercard/Visa# _________-________-________- ________ or Check #_____ 

Expiration Date:_______________ Have you ordered before?__________________  
 

 

Item # Description Quantity Unit Price  Total Price 

SAFARI Safari Adventure Patch  $1.75 $ 

   $ $ 

   $ $ 

   $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

SUBTOTAL $ 

Regular Shipping & Handling (view chart on the next page) $ 

Special Shipping (next day, priority mail etc) $ 

TOTAL  $ 
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1-5 $3.55 

6-20 $4.99 

21-30 $5.99 

31-50 $6.50 

51-70 $6.99 

71-100 $9.55 

101-150 $10.55 

151-200 $13.00 

201-400 $15.99 

401-500 $17.50 

Over 500 Contact us for pricing 

1 $6.99 

2 $9.25 

3-5 $10.75 

6-8 $12.75 

10-12 $15.75 

13-20 $22.25 

21-23 $24.00 

Over 24 Contact us for pricing 

Patches 

Kits or Manuals (shipped Priority Mail) 

If you would prefer 
Priority Mail, 
please add $2.00 
to the $4.99 or 
above shipping 
category.  
 
Next day service is 
an average cost of 
$28.00 (USPS de-
termines the pric-
ing according to 
the zone and 
weight.) 

Kits and manuals range from 30 to 62 pages in length (except the Patch Program Book, that is 
over 100). Therefore if you are ordering more than 2 kits or manuals, please use the above ship-
ping chart. Patches, bracelet kits, and stamps can be added to any order falling within that price 
range. Otherwise, use the highest shipping amount on the chart according to the items ordered. 

Shipping Chart 
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